
 

 

 

 



 

 

Abstract  

 Currently most undelete utilities for Windows XP or later have a Graphical User 

Interface or GUI (pronounced gooey). GUI tools are common in the Windows 

environment. They are easy to use with a small “learning curve”, but because they require 

constant user interaction, the user has to sit at the computer and make selections with a 

mouse or keyboard throughout the process. 

 This paper is a proposal for the development of a Windows Open Source 

Command Line Undelete Utility (WosClue). This utility would be used by forensic 

examiners to retrieve deleted files during live forensics. It looks at the features of existing 

graphical undelete utilities and compared them to the potential features the command line 

utility would have showing the advantages of a command line version of the tools. It also 

gives an overview of how the features of the command line tool could be used, with a 

special focus on how it can be used with “pipe” commands.  

 WosClue will be significantly different from the GUI programs. While it will still 

technically need to be a two-step process, some scripting and filters could reduce it to 

one-step if necessary unlike the other applications. It will be one executable, although it 

will be bundled with some scripts to maximize its potential. This is different from the 

Sleuth Kit tools, which break the process into two separate programs. Most of the power 

of WosClue will come from the use of batch or command files, with the aid of grep or 

some other utility. There are sample batch files to show how it can be used. The paper 

demonstrates a need for the tool, and lists the next steps need to create it. 
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A Proposal for a Windows Open Source Command Line Undelete Excavator 

(WosClue) 

When criminals try to cover their tracks by deleting incriminating evidence from 

their hard drives or flash drives, accurate recovery of this information can be critical to an 

investigation. With cell phone cameras becoming more common often times criminals 

will actually take pictures of themselves committing crimes. These cellphone cameras do 

not have a “recycle bin” like Windows machines so once a user deletes the images a 

utility is needed to recover them. The purpose of this research is to examine the benefits 

of creating an open source command line undelete tool for the Windows NT File System 

(NTFS) and Solid State Drives (SSD) or Flash Drives vs. the currently available versions. 

Can a command line tool provide the same if not greater functionality than a Graphical 

version? The focus is on stand-alone utilities, or stand-alone programs that may be part of 

a suite of individual tools. 

Currently most undelete utilities for Windows XP or later have a Graphical User 

Interface or GUI (pronounced gooey). GUI tools are common in the Windows 

environment. They are easy to use with a small “learning curve”, but because they require 

constant user interaction, the user has to sit at the computer and make selections with a 

mouse or keyboard throughout the process. It is difficult and error prone to automate the 

process and there is little chance to look at the data in any other application (such as 

Excel). Therefore, if an investigator wanted to undelete all graphic files, they would first 

need to allow the program to scan the drive for recoverable files, filter to the types of files 

the investigator wished to recover, select them for recovery, and then select the recovery 
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location. This can be a cumbersome and time-consuming process, requiring the forensic 

tech to remain at the computer while processing the drive.  

Linux environments, which are also popular with forensic investigators, tend to 

use command line interfaces. More advanced users generally use these tools. They are 

also only suitable for “lab forensics” where the investigator has sent the hard drive, or an 

image of the hard drive, to a lab for analysis. Having a Windows based command line 

tool for advanced users can give the investigator the advantages that the Linux tools 

provide when the Linux environment is not available or practical, such as during “live 

forensics” where the investigator is unable to remove the computer from active use. 

The use of command line tools vs. GUI tools can be preferable when trying to use 

automated scripts (Carvey, 2009). This can allow someone with system administrator 

rights to run the command remotely across multiple systems. The system administrator 

can also perform this remote access without the user actually being aware the script is 

running, allowing a preliminary investigation without raising suspicion. Being able to run 

an undelete tool remotely across a network via a script can also save on travel time. In 

addition, places with limited financial resources will benefit from a free/open source tool. 

GUIs also tend to use more memory then command line tools, and in general 

forensic analysts want to have a minimal impact to the machine (Carvey, 2009). The 

more changes to a machine the less forensically sound the recovery is. This is supposed 

to be mitigated by making sure the most volatile data is recovered first, but a general rule 

of forensics gathering is leave as small a “footprint” as possible. Command line tools also 

have a smaller “footprint” than graphical ones resulting in fewer changes to the memory 

of the machine while the command is being run (Computer Hope, 2012). In general, the 
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command line tool would be more useful in “live forensics” where the suspect machine 

stays in its working environment, cannot be shutoff, and moved, such as a critical file 

server. 

Numerous case studies (New York Computer Forensic Services; Rehman; 

Burgess Forensics; Data Recovery Services) mention using an undelete tool (or 

undeleting files) while searching suspect drives. In these cases, the criminals tried to 

cover their tracks by deleting incrimination files or evidence that the investigators then 

had to recover. This shows that an undelete utility of some sort is critical to many 

investigations.  

The WosClue tool would need to integrate seamlessly three different undelete 

methods. In all cases, the WosClue would need to place the recovered files on a separate 

drive, both to preserve the forensic integrity of the original drive, and to prevent the file 

from overwriting itself. The first method is recovering files from the recycle bin. This is 

the easiest method, and is a simple matter of copying the file from the hidden system 

folder into the desired location. Recovering files from FAT32 drives, a format that is 

common on Solid State Device (SSD) drives or Flash Drives (Garfinkel, 2010), is notable 

in that when a user deletes a file with a name less than 8 characters the first character of 

the file name may be erased, so it will need to be filled in. Finally, there is recovery from 

NTFS drives commonly used in Windows XP and newer systems. These systems retain 

the most information about deleted files. Many times the program can recover the full 

“meta-data” about the file depending on machine use. 

Local administrator rights will be required to run WosClue - this is true of all of 

the undelete utilities. Windows requires this to preform several of the Operating System 
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level functions. When a file is undeleted, the user is actually creating a new file by 

copying the data from where the original file resided. This means the person undeleting 

the file assumes ownership of the file, usually without any of its original security 

restrictions. The exception is if the file was encrypted before it was deleted - in that case 

recovery is unlikely. 

WosClue would have features geared toward command line use such as data 

redirection used with standard “pipe” commands such as grep. This is common with 

command line tools. It allows them to leverage existing powerful tools, and reduces the 

need to build sophisticated functionality into the tool itself. The investigator could 

redirect different outputs of WosClue to a text or CSV (comma separated values) file and 

then examine them in Excel or a text editor. WosClue would also have the ability to 

recover the file and output it to the screen; this would allow the user to redirect the 

contents of a file to filter them through a tool such as grep allowing the investigator to 

recover files based on the contents of the files, rather than just the file names. This feature 

can become very powerful in the hands of a skilled investigator. On the more obvious 

side, they can recover Word documents with special keywords when they have a specific 

warrant. The investigator can also use it to recover files based on their file signature 

(Kessler, 2012) in cases where the suspect has obfuscated the file type by changing the 

extension. 

Minimal attention will be directed to the more powerful “forensic suites” that 

have an undelete function as part of their arsenal of features. These tools are in another 

class and generally cost hundreds of dollars. The focus of this paper is on stand-alone 
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utilities, or a stand-alone program that is part of a suit of individual tools, as opposed to a 

feature of a larger application. 

The target users of WosClue are advanced users and system administrators. In 

general, the users should already feel comfortable using command line utilities and 

redirecting output using pipe commands. Law enforcement personnel may select 

WosClue when budget reasons require them to find the lowest cost tool. However, a 

corporate security user with a budget could also use it for live forensics on servers or 

across a network. This document will contain several examples of how it can be used 

effectively to aid intermediate users. 

Recycle Bin 

It is important to know how the recycle bin works to retrieve files emptied from the 

recycle bin. The format changed from Windows XP to Windows Vista, so an explanation 

for both is in order. In Windows XP and earlier when a user deletes a file, the operating 

system moves it into a hidden system folder “\RECYCLER”. This folder is on the system 

drive, and there is only one of these on the computer. Under this folder, there is another 

hidden system folder for every user based on their Security Identifier (SID). When a user 

deletes a file, the operating system moves the folder to the SID folder that matches the 

user who deleted it. The file is also renamed to Dx?.ext where the ‘x’ is the drive the file 

was deleted from, ‘?’ is an ascending number, and ext is the original extension of the file. 

When a user deletes a single file or group of files from the recycle bin (without emptying 

the entire bin) the next deleted file continues the original numbering sequence - it does 

not go back and use the emptied number(s). There is a hidden database file called INFO2 

in each SID folder that the operating system uses to relate each file back to its original 
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name along with the deleted date and time. When a user deletes a single file from the 

recycle bin, its record will still be in the INFO2 database. If the user empties the recycle 

bin then the operating system deletes the INFO2 file itself and the investigator will need 

to recover and decod it to discover the original filenames. (Hailey, 2005) 

In Windows Vista and Windows 7 when a user deletes a file it is moved under 

“\$Recycle.Bin\SID”. Again both of these are hidden system folders. There is one of 

these folders per NTFS drive, as opposed on one for the entire PC as in Windows XP. 

This time two files are created. The first starts with a “$R” some random characters and 

the original file’s extension. Along with this another file is created. This one starts with a 

“$I” the same set of characters, and the original file’s extension. In this file are the 

original file’s name, its size, and its deletion date/time in Universal Coordinated Time 

(UCT).  

When a file is emptied from the recycle bin in all versions of Microsoft Windows 

the undelete programs will not see the original file name, just the “deleted name”. This 

can make it difficult for the user to know if they are restoring the correct file. In Windows 

Vista and Windows 7 it may be possible to find the $I files and decode them to see if they 

are the correct files and then restore the corresponding $R files. This will take an 

additional program capable of processing $I files as they are in a binary format. In 

Windows XP and earlier there will be an INFO2 file from every time the user emptied the 

recycle bin. If the user is relying on the file name to know if they have recovered the 

correct file they will need to recover and process these files before the actual file for 

which they are looking.  
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NTFS Undelete 

There are several undelete utilities currently available eSupport 

(www.eSupport.com) has two available for sale. The first NTFS Undelete version 

3.0.2.1214 costs $39.95, and can undelete files from Windows 95 through Windows 7 

(see Figure 1). The main window is resizable so the only limit to the number of deleted 

files shown is the display size. Undeleting is a two part process. First the drive (or drives) 

is scanned and it then a list of the files that are available to undelete are presented (see 

Figure 2). The list of available drives includes both logical and physical drives. NTFS 

Undelete claims to be able to recover files from a formatted drive or a deleted partition. 

Unfortunately, for unassigned drives it just displays a question mark for the drive letter. It 

uses the same display format for empty drives such as a card-reader creates. Furthermore, 

it does not display any sort of volume name or other identifier aside from the drive letter.  

 

Figure 1 NTFS Undelete 

http://www.esupport.com/
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Figure 2 Drive Selection 

After the scan is complete, one can filter based on containing folder or file type. 

The column headers are all sortable and expandable. The only limit is the screen size. 

The investigator can also bring up a dialog with more advance filters as shown in Figure 

3. This is important because it can bring up thousands of files for undeletion.  

 

Figure 3 Filter Options 
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The filters are all “selective” filters; there are no “exclusion” filters. This is 

unfortunate because on the sample systems examined the vast majority of the deleted 

files were in cache folders or other temporary files. Also, NTFS undelete does not include 

files from the recycle bin in its lists. Therefore, the user has to know to check that 

location after restoring the more difficult files. 

  

Figure 4 NTFS Undelete Settings 

 

NTFS Undelete has a number of custom settings. For Example;  

 “Keep folder structure” preserves the location of the file relative to the 

recovery location. Therefore, if a deleted file was located in 

\users\claude\documents\thesis.doc the restoration location will be 
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\recoverylocation\users\claude\documents\thesis.doc. Otherwise, the 

restoration location would be \recoverylocation.  

 “Restore original file timestamps” restores the file with the Modified, 

Accessed, Created (MAC) times that it had before it was deleted. 

Otherwise the file will have MAC times reflecting the time it was 

undeleted.  

 “Enable FAT optimization” defragments the file in memory while 

undeleting the file as an optimization technique.  

 “Check file Type/Header information” compares the file signature or 

“magic number” (Kessler, 2012) to the extension and ignores the file if 

they do not match.  

 “Enable deep scan” has NTFS Undelete look for a Master File Table 

(MFT) on a formatted drive, or searches for previously allocated clusters 

among all available clusters. This technique is only good for files with a 

known structure such as .doc, jpeg, or .zip (documents, images, or other 

known file types). Executable files or movie files are unlikely to be 

recovered using these techniques because they have less tolerance for 

errors in their files.  

 “Recover .UND files” unencrypts files restored using an unregistered copy 

of Blitware Undeleter.  

 “Detect zero-sized files” includes empty (zero byte) files. 

 “Enable EFS restore Feature” restores files from an Encrypted File System 

(EFS), or files that have some sort of access control on them. The 
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investigator must be logged on as a user that has/had access to the file and 

they must be restored to a drive that supports access control, generally a 

NTFS drive. 

eSupport UndeletePlus 

UndeletePlus version 3.0.2.830 is eSupports other undelete utility. It has 

essentially the same look and feel as NTFS Undelete. The registration for the program 

cost the same, but it is missing the setting to “Restore original file timestamp” and the 

“DeepScan Engine Tuning”. An e-mail from the company indicated that both 

applications were separate purchases and that they are in the process of merging the code 

base to a single product. 

 

Figure 5 Undelete Plus 
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Blitware Undeleter 

Blitware’s $39.95 undelete utility “Undeleter” (version 2.5.4.1 is available from 

http://www.blitware.com/products/undeleter/) has taken the minimalist route. The initial 

window has a single button “Start Scan” (see Figure 6). After clicking on the “Start 

Scan” button, it adds a drop down box listing all of the drives available in the system. 

The user selects a drive and clicks “Start Scan” again and it presents them with a list of 

files that can be undeleted. 

 

Figure 6 Blitware Undeleter 

Again, Undeleter has gone with a minimalist approach (see Figure 7), listing the 

file name, size, and the dates for creation and modification. Notably missing is the folder 

the files were in, although it is possible to filter by the folder (or parent folder) the file(s) 

was in. The focus of the filtering is on the file type with some broad and loosely defined 

groups. For example, the Documents type includes TXT, DOC, and XML, but not HTM. 

The user can filter based on partial contents of a file name, but Undeleter does not use 

http://www.blitware.com/products/undeleter/
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common wildcards for the filter. Unlike other, undelete utilities there is no indicator as to 

the chances of a successful undeletion.  

 

Figure 7 Undeleter Recoverable files 

The user undeletes files by moving them over to the “Undelete Now” list, and 

clicking the button below the list. Then the program prompts the user for a location to 

restore the files. In the unregistered version, the program restores the files, but leaves 

them with an .UND extension. Presumably, the registered version can decrypt the files or 

restore them without the encrypted file state. 

Advanced NTFS Undelete 

Advanced NTFS Undelete 1.5, a DataNumen Inc. product, is available from 

http://www.datanumen.com/anu/. The free download shows off all functionality except 

http://www.datanumen.com/anu/
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the actual file recovery. The opening wizard highlights the steps the investigator will take 

while recovering the files (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 Advanced NTFS Wizard 

There are very few options that can be set during the undelete process (see Figure 

9); however alone among the undelete utilities it lists the file type that can be recovered 

via a deep scan, or exhaustive scan as this program calls it (see Figure 10). Aside from 

that it allows the investigator to choose to recover folders or just files, and it can also look 

at files that are in the recycle bin, not just “permanently deleted files”. The window is a 

fixed size so it will only display eight files at a time. 

 

Figure 9 Advanced NTFS Undelete Options 
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Figure 10 Exhaustive Scan File types 

The selection window (see Figure 11) again has very few options; the user can 

filter to a predefined set of file types, and they can sort by any column. After selecting the 

files, the investigator is prompted to select the output directory and warned not to recover 

files to the same drive on which the deleted files were located to prevent the overwriting 

of the deleted files. They have the option to recover the directory hierarchy and to open 

the output folder when the recovery is completed. The program will optionally rename 

duplicate files and folders, although it does not say what happens to duplicate files if the 

option is not selected. They can also automatically skip duplicated files if it was 

recovered while undeleting a folder. 
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Figure 11 Advanced NTFS Undelete File List 

Glary Undelete 

Glary Undelete version 1.8 is available from http://www.glarysoft.com. It is 

available as a fully functional freeware tool, or it can be upgraded to a suite of tools for 

$27.97. On startup, Glary Undelete has two buttons the user can click on “Search” and 

“Filter”. The user can search either on a single drive, or on a folder. Like eSupport’s 

products the main window is fully resizable (see Figure 12). A very limited test indicates 

that the search portion of Glary Undelete is noticeably slower than the other applications. 

 

Figure 12 Glary Undelete 

http://www.glarysoft.com/
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To search by folder the user can click on the ellipse next to the drive drop down. 

This may be non-obvious to some users because it does not appear to be a button or have 

any indicator that it is “clickable”. In addition to this, the user may also search under a 

folder by manually entering the folder path. Selecting a folder using this method will find 

all the files in the sub-directories under the folder.  

After a search is completed, the program displays a folder tree showing just the 

folders that have deleted files in them (see Figure 12). The file types tab lists the file 

types found, not just a predefined set that most of the tools have (see Figure 13). In 

addition there is a separate enter for every extension even if they resolve to the same “file 

type”. For example, .log and .txt are separate entry in the list even though they both 

resolve to “Text Document”. 

 

Figure 13 File Types list 

Like many of the undelete utilities, Glary Undelete has a basic wild card parser 

for the file name. In addition, it has filters for size, last modified date range, and 
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likelihood of recovery, which the program calls “state” (see Figure 14). This can be used 

in addition to filtering by the folder and the file type. If the investigator knows which file 

they are looking for the whole filename can be entered as well, but the search step still 

needs to be done.  

 

Figure 14 Glary Undelete Filters 

Glary Undelete also has a preview window located under the folder/file type box 

(see Figure 15). This window is displayed when the “Preview” box is checked. The 

preview is displayed when the user clicks on a file with an extension that is supported. 

There appears to be a very limited number of file types that the preview supports - the 

only extensions it appears to support are txt and jpg. If a file extension is not supported 

the text “No preview available” is displayed. 
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Figure 15 Glary Undelete Preview Window 

The user recovers files by clicking the check box to the left of the file name. After 

selecting any number of files and clicking restore, the program prompts the user to enter a 

location to restore the file(s). The program does not suggest that the user restore the files 

to a different drive than the one where they originally resided like some of the other 

programs, to prevent the restored file from overwriting the original. 

Recuva 

Recuva is a free undelete utility from Piriform (http://www.piriform.com/recuva). 

They accept donations or there is a paid version which adds technical support for $24.95 

for home users, or $34.95 for corporate users. Recuva can start with either a wizard (see 

Figure 16), or in advanced mode. The wizard starts by asking the user to select a type of 

file to search for, and then prompts for a location to search. 

http://www.piriform.com/recuva
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Figure 16 Recuva Wizard file type selection 

In advanced mode the user selects a drive from a drop down list, and can then 

select “scan files” or “scan contents” (see Figure 17) from another drop down. Scan 

Contents allows the user to search inside a file for various text strings. This can be 

important when the recycle bin process has obfuscated the file name, or when doing a 

limited search of the suspect computer. This can be handy when doing e-Discovery in a 

trade secret case, where the investigator is looking for documents about widgets, but he is 

not allowed to read documents about gizmos. With the addition of the file mask, it can 

make it easy to search through a large number of deleted files to find the one wanted. 
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Figure 17 Recuva Search File Contents 

In both the Wizard mode, and Advanced mode, after the program scans the drive, 

the program presents the user with a list of files that were found (see Figure 18). The 

display includes a preview area that just previews graphics files, but it appears to handle 

most image formats. In addition, it determines the format by looking at the file signature, 

rather than the extension. The info tab in the preview areas has more details about the 

selected file, including the MAC times, number of clusters, and how many of them are 

overwritten. Moreover, if the file has been overwritten it has the name of the file 

overwriting it. The final tab, Header, displays in hex and text the first part of the file. 

 

Figure 18 Recuva File List 
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Besides recovering the files, the user has a number of other actions they can 

perform. Right clicking on a file brings up an action menu, with several options on it (see 

Figure 19). Aside from Recover Checked, this is the only method available to access 

most of these actions. 

 

Figure 19 Recuva Right Click Menu 

The actions available are as follows 

 “Recover Highlight…” Undeletes all highlighted files 

 “Recover Checked…” Undeletes all checked files. 

 “Check Highlighted” Puts a check in the box for all highlighted files. 

 “Uncheck Highlighted” Removes the checkbox from all highlighted files. 

 “Highlight Folder” Highlights files in a folder similar to the one selected, 

the sub-menu displays a list of folders starting at the folder the file is in, 

working its way up through each parent folder. 

 “View Mode” changes the view mode to List, Tree, or Thumbnails View 
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 “Secure Overwrite Highlighted” overwrites the highlighted files so they 

cannot be recovered 

 “Secure Overwrite Checked” overwrites the checked files so they cannot 

be recovered. 

 “Copy Image to Clipboard” For graphics files copies the graphic image to 

the clipboard. 

 “Save List to Text File…” Saves the list of all files to a tab delimited text 

file. This file has the same columns as are displayed. 

Recuva has several options to customize how the program finds files and interacts 

with the user. 

 “Interface Language” Recova has several dozen different languages it 

supports. 

 “View Mode” changes the current and default view mode for the 

recovered files. 

 “Show Wizard at startup” controls whether the program starts with the 

wizard interface, or the advanced interface. There is also a button to start 

the wizard. 

 “Secure overwriting” changes between four different overwriting methods. 

 “Show files found in hidden system directories” tells the program to 

search for system files. 

 “Deep Scan” implements data carving techniques to find files that have no 

MFT entry. 
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 “Restore folder structure” controls if the program restores all files into one 

directory, or uses the directory structure they were originally in (if 

possible). 

 

 

Sleuth Kit’s fls and icat 

The Sleuth Kit, a set of open source forensic tools on the Linux and Windows 

system, has a pair of commands called “fls” (Carrier, fls Manual page, 2010) and “icat” 

(Carrier, icat Man Page, 2008). These programs were written by Brian Carrier and were 

designed to work on file images, not “live systems”. Therefore, they are only suitable for 

lab work, not field work on live machines. They work with all major PC file systems, 

including NTFS, FAT, and ExtX. The first, “fls”, is a variation of the Unix ls command 

modified for use on file images. It is used to list files from a disk image, and it can list 

both deleted and non-deleted files. The second, “icat”, is a variation of the Unix cat 

command and is used to display files based on their inode (which is part of the output of 

fls). When it is run icat sends the contents of a file to stdout and so needs to be redirected 

(using the ‘>’ command) to a file for the actual recovery. 

To use fls the investigator must first acquire a disk image; fls supports raw (from 

dd), Expert Witness Format (ewf), or split (Split raw files). Using the –d option will 

instruct fls to only display deleted files, while the –r option will instruct it to display files 

in all subdirectories. The ‘*’ in the second column indicates the file is deleted, the third 

column is the inode number. Other options include –D to display only the directories, or -

F to display only the files. The –l command displays the “long” format, which includes 

the MAC times and file size, and –p displays the full path of the files. Otherwise it will 
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display a ‘+’ for each folder deep the file is. In the standard output (see Figure 20), the 

first column is the file type. The character before the slash is the type in the file names 

structure, and the character after the slash is the type in the file’s metadata structure. 

Common types are ‘-’ unknown, ‘r’ regular file, and ‘d’ directory. Other values are 

possible but they are generally for UNIX systems. The ‘*’ in the second column means 

this file has been deleted, and the third column is the inode number. icat needs the inode 

number to recover the deleted file. 

 

Figure 20 Standard fls command output 

The output of the fls command can be filtered through grep and/or redirected to a 

text file that can be opened in another program such as Microsoft Excel or Notepad for 

further manipulation. Some search and replace commands can get the file ready to 

recover selected files.  

To use icat take the inode number and use the –r option to recover a deleted file. 

By default icat sends its output to stdout so it needs to be redirected to a file (see Figure 

21). This makes the recovery of files a one-at-a-time process. although it can be 

automated using the output of fls and some search and replace to create a batch file.  

 

Figure 21 icat Command 
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Discussion of Findings 

With the exception of the Sleuth Kit tools all of the tools found have many 

common features. This is partially because they are all GUI tools and there are only so 

many practical ways to display the data, and partially because there are only so many 

ways to recover the files. All of the tools have a list display mode; a couple of them also 

have a tree display to duplicate the folder structure. They all work with all major file 

systems used on Windows platforms, and SSD or Flash Drives. Display filters are all 

“including” filters, i.e. display only files that match this filter. None of them had 

“excluding” filters, i.e. do not display files that match this filter. Can a command line tool 

provide the same if not greater functionality than a graphical version?  

Again, with the exception of the Sleuth Kit tools, they all have a commercial or 

shareware license. Recuva and Glary have a fully functional free version but they both 

have an “upsell” for more tools or technical support. Sleuth Kit is the only open source 

tool and it does not support live systems.  

They all have some sort of “file type” support for filtering, searching, sorting or 

displaying. None of them appears to use the local system’s file types they all appear to 

have a preselected list based on the file extension. The applications that have a preview 

feature generally only support a couple of file types, and they do not generally have a 

“text file” fall back, although Recuva does have the ability to display a hex header for 

each file. 

WosClue 

WosClue will be significantly different from the GUI programs. While it will still 

technically need to be a two-step process, some scripting and filters could reduce it to 
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one-step if necessary unlike the other applications. It will be one executable, although it 

will be bundled with some scripts to maximize its potential. This is different from the 

Sleuth Kit tools, which break the process into two separate programs. The display output 

either can be in a fixed “column” format suitable for a screen display, or in a comma 

delimited format suitable for manipulation in a program such as Excel. WosClue will not 

have any built in filtering; instead, since all of its output will be sent to the console 

screen, it will be able to rely on powerful filtering tools such as grep. It will have the 

same columns available as the GUI programs. In addition, it will need to have a unique 

identifier for each recoverable file. This identifier is what will actually be used to recover 

a file, as basing the recovery off a filename is problematic because there can be two 

deleted files with the same name from the same directory. The identifier will consist of 

numbers and dashes ‘-’. A complete list of WosClue’s options is available (see Appendix 

A).  

Most of the power of WosClue will come from the use of batch or command files, 

with the aid of grep or some other utility. One example of what is possible is outlined 

below 

1. :start 
2. if %1 == ‘’ (goto :end) 
3. wosclue –l -fc | grep ‘.+\.%1’ | grep –o ‘[0-9\-

]+’ | wosclue –r  

4. SHIFT 
5. goto :start 
6. :end 

 

The above file called “RecoverTypes.cmd” will recover files based on their extension; it 

uses standard cmd syntax with no special add-ins so it can be used on any suspect 
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machine without installing other utilities. The investigator will invoke it as 

“RecoverTypes txt docx doc xls” and it will recover the files that match the 

extensions (one extension at a time) into the current directory. The “%1” represents the 

first parameter in this case “txt”. On line two, the script checks to make sure there is a 

parameter to process. Line three is where it recovers the files. The first grep command 

filters the output so only files that have a .txt in the name are recovered. The second grep 

command filters the output down to just the inode. Then finally, the second WosClue 

command recovers the file into the current directory. Then the command line parameters 

are “shifted” so %1 is discarded, and %2 becomes %1 (and %3 becomes %2, etc.). Then 

the script goes back to the start and process the next extension. It should be noted that this 

is a time intensive process, as the time consuming “list” command needs to be run for 

each extension. However, the user does not need to supervise the command while it is 

running and can even have it running as a separate process allowing them to move onto 

other activities. It is also possible to write this as a single pass but the extensions would 

have to be “hard coded” into the grep search string. This is a more versatile ready-to-use 

implementation.  

This file is just one example of how WosClue can be used with grep filters and 

some scripting. A minor modification to the script could allow it to recover a file (or 

group of files) based on its name. Modifying the filter could also allow the recovery of 

files based on their last modified time or file size. 

Another example shows how a script can be used to search on the contents of a 

file rather than just the file name 

1. if NOT EXIST woscluetmp\null goto MakeDir 
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2. rmdir /s /q woscluetmp 
3. :makedir 
4. md woscluetmp 
5. for /f “usebackq” %%G in (`wosclue –l –Di`) do (  
6. wosclue –r %%G –O ^| grep %1 ^> woscluetmp\%%G 
7. if EXIST woscluetmp\%%G (wosclue –r %%G –d) 
8. ) 
9. Rmdir /s /q woscluetmp 

 

This creates a temporary directory called woscluetmp. Then for every inode that is found 

(`wosclue –l –Di`) it recovers the file to stdout and filters the contents of the file though 

grep, and outputs that to a file named after the inode. It then checks to see if the file 

exists; if it does then something in the file matched the filter. The file is then recovered 

using the full directory structure. Finally, the temporary directory is removed in the 

cleanup.  

These are just two examples that can be done with a command line tool and how 

it can be extended beyond its base functionality. With GUI tools, the user is limited to the 

functionality provided. Well-designed command line tools can be much more flexible and 

versatile. 

Because of the low-level commands needed to recover files, all of the programs, 

both GUI and WosClue, will only work with local drives. Since WosClue does not 

require any user interaction, it is very suitable for running from scripts or using a 

command such as psexec, available from Microsoft’s Sysinternal tools 

(http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb897553), to run it remotely. Psexec 

only works with console/command line applications. Therefore, it will not work with the 

GUI tools. This means that WosClue, unlike the GUI tools, can be run remotely across a 

network without the user on the suspect machine being aware of the investigation. For 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb897553
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added discretion, the investigator can use the –low or –belownormal priority options to 

reduce impact on the suspect’s machine.  

WosClue should use significantly less memory than the GUI tools. Most of the 

GUI tools take about 1 Megabyte (MB) of memory, and of them takes over two MB of 

memory to run. A command line tool should take about 10 – 20 kilobytes (K) of memory. 

This is less than 20% of the memory the GUI tools consume. This is important because in 

a forensic examination the investigator should try to make as minimal an impact to the 

suspect system as possible - if for no other reason that a larger program could cause more 

memory to be swapped to the hard disk, thus overwriting potential files they needed to 

recover.  

An Open Source Solution 

WosClue will be an open source utility. With Open Source software, the source 

code will be in a central repository that anyone can access and make updates to. Any 

interested developer who feels their skills are suitable for the task can make changes. 

Since everyone has access to the source code, there is no cost for obtaining or using it. 

Generally, the current version will be compiled and available for download for novice 

users or those who do not have access to a compiler. Moreover, the software will be free 

of any license restrictions on its use, so the use of the program is free. 

Another advantage of Open Source software is that all algorithms are visible to 

anyone who cares to or needs to see them. This lack of “black box” programing allows 

both prosecutors and defenders in a court case to see exactly what the program is doing. 

This allows anyone and everyone to verify the authenticity of the data recovered using 

the program.  
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Deep Scan or Data Carving is very algorithm dependent; each new file format, or 

file type, will need a new algorithm to recover it. In the GUI apps, only one - Advanced 

NTFS Undelete - lists the types of files that can be recovered with “Deep Scan”. This 

lack of transparency can be detrimental to an investigation, as the investigator will not 

know for sure what file types will be found except through trial and error. With an open 

source tool, all the algorithms and file types are published. In addition, as new file 

formats are published they can easily be added to the list of discoverable types.  

In commercial or closed source software, an algorithm is generally only written 

once, by a single developer. In open source software, multiple developers can write the 

same algorithm, allowing the project to take the “best of breed” approach. These 

developers are generally unpaid and are motived by peer recognition for having the most 

readable and elegant implementation. This leads to a very readable and efficient program. 

The programmers are also generally the users of the applications so features are added as 

they are needed, not just to fill a bullet point on a product page. 

Implications and Recommendations for Future Research 

This tool would most benefit small to mid-sized police departments that do not have 

the budget for a major forensics software program, or for a larger department that wants 

an additional method to double check the findings of another tool. It could be used by 

education institutions teaching computer forensics; since the source code is available, the 

students could learn the manual steps required to recover a deleted file along with a tool 

to do it for them. Large corporations with offices spread around the country or world 

could also use it to recover files remotely as part of an internal investigation, or just to 

recover files deleted in error. 
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Before coding begins, the next step to take is to create a detailed design document 

that calls out major algorithms, data structures, and program features. This will serve as a 

“road map” for all developers who wish to work on the project. It is important that this be 

completed before any coding begins.  

The major coding should be completed before it is released as open source. Most 

open source projects have a hard time attracting developers and they need to be well past 

the “startup phase” before they start attracting interest. After a “beta” version is ready 

with the major functionality complete the code can be uploaded to an open source 

repository such as Sourceforge (http://www.sourceforge.net) .  

This paper has shown that a command line undelete tool could be a valuable 

addition to any forensic toolkit. The versatility inherent in a command line tool allows for 

more flexibility in its use, allowing the user to customize some of the features they need 

by plugging in their own favorite utilities. Utilizing pre-existing “pipe fittings” such as 

grep gives it more options that could easily be built into the tool keeping the size small.   
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Appendix A: WosClue commands 

Below is the list of options for WosClue. Case counts so a lowercase ‘i’ has a 

different meaning than an upper case ‘I’. One of WosClue’s design goals is minimal 

memory impacts, so features such as filtering and sorting are done through the use of 

pipes such as grep or sort. 

-r [inode|@filename] Recover – recover files if inode or from a list of inodes in a 

text file. If neither is supplied the user will be prompted to enter them one at a time, or 

they can be read via stdin 

-l List – list recoverable files 

-f[c|l] Format output ‘c’ is comma delimited ‘l’ is list or column format (defaults to 

l) 

-D[insMAC] display optional columns: ‘i’ is inode, ‘n’ is file name ‘s’ size , ‘M’ 

modified, ‘A’ accessed, or ‘C’ created. The user can pick any or all of these options and 

the order they are selected is the order they are displayed in the output. Note the files can 

only be recovered with the inode. The default is “-Din” 

-o Output Directory, defaults to current directory but the user can also specify 

where they want the files sent. Only used with -r 

-d Restore directory structure; only used with -r 

-O outputs contents of file to stdout; only used with -r 

-s Data Carving or Deep scan 
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